FELTLOK® NAIL-ON FLOOR PROTECTOR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Store the floor protectors at room temperature in a dry space.
2. Use a rubber flat head mallet to tap protectors into chair legs. A regular hammer can be used in
conjunction with a short 1x4 wood board. This process eliminates denting and checking to the
nail-on component surface.
3. Drill an undersized pilot hole for the nail if the wood of the chair leg is dense hardwood and or if
the chair leg is small in size to avoid splitting the chair leg. Be careful not to drill too large of a
hole which can cause a loose fit.
4. Avoid abrasive damage through excessive wear to the metal or nylon head to which the FeltLok
black nylon hook component is attached. Scratches to this surface can compromise the
adhesive bond and make replacing Sets more difficult.
5. The nail-on FeltLok protector provides for easy maintenance (a) Replace the felt pad when worn
and dirty (b) Replace FeltLok Set if the hook component is damaged (c) The metal or nylon nailon component typically shouldn’t need replacement.
6. The best maintenance procedure is to monitor and change the replaceable felt pad as necessary
to avoid damaging the hook component. Pad replacement takes less than a minute per chair.
This process will increase the life of your floor, chairs and stools.
7. If the nail hole in the chair leg is too large to secure the Nail-on component tightly, apply wood
glue to a tooth pick and tap into the hole and break off flush.
8. When replacing a new Set onto the steel surface of the Nail-on component, make sure all
adhesive is removed. If you don’t jerk the Velcro when removing, usually all the adhesive will
come off with it. If some adhesive is on the Nail-on, the adhesive can be softened with a heat
gun and rolled off easily with your thumb. We have tested a Wagner Model HT3500, which has
12 heat settings, it worked excellent. Purchased at Home Depot for $40.00 You can wipe the
steel surface clean with denatured alcohol after adhesive is removed, then wipe with dry cloth
before installing a new Set.
9. When replacing just the FeltLok Felt Replacement Pad (Felt only) we recommend using a Fein
Model FM350Q with a triangular Velcro tool with 180 grit sandpaper set at 20,000 RPM.
Position the felt pad on the chair leg and apply firm pressure for 2 seconds, this will give a ultra
hook engagement with the felt pad.
10. Please visit our website www.feltlok.com or call 1-651-687-9725 if you have any questions or
need to place an order.
Thank you, Doug Hanes

